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Abstract
Blunt trauma to the orbital rim is a frequent cause of both orbital fractures and damage to the surrounding facial bones and

soft tissues. Many surgical specialties, including ophthalmologists, otolaryngologists, maxillofacial specialists, neurosurgeons,
and plastic surgeons, evaluate and treat orbital fractures Restoration of orbital volume after internal orbital fractures can prevent

enophthalmos. A variety of high strength materials/allografts are commonly used that boast low postoperative complication rates,
including titanium mesh with and without porous polyethylene coating. Some controversy exists over the use of uncoated titanium

mesh in the orbit. Newer products contoured to the three dimensional orbital anatomy aim to improve reestablishment of the
complex orbital shape [1-4]. There is no previous bibliography available to support a plate is a source of meningitis. We report a

case of bacterial meningitis and pneumo-orbit, on a background of previous orbital fracture repair with titanium plate, and our
management technique.
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Case Report
A 36-year-old man normally fit and well, sustained a left

CT orbits
Reviewed old metal plate fixation of left orbital fracture without

orbital floor medial wall fracture following trauma in 2006 playing

any obvious complication associated with it, old fracture of left

organism questionable, which has been managed with IV

pathology, no evidence of orbital infection or any soft tissue abscess.

rugby, which was managed and operated with titanium plate. Ten

years after surgery (July 2016), the patient developed meningitis
Ceftriaxone for 2 weeks. Treatment has been extended to 6 weeks
as per titanium plate infection suspect.

Two years later (May 2018), the patient presented with

symptoms of pneumo-orbit. For the past few months, he reports

bulging of the left eye associated with sneezing or blowing his
nose, with proptosis and blurred vision lasting a few seconds.

The ophthalmology examination was unremarkable. No obvious
swelling, rash or skin discolouration around eye or face, no bulging

of the eye, normal eye motility, good VA, no diplopia, normal colour
vision, healthy optic discs bilaterally.

lamina papyracea with mild herniation of orbital fat, evidence of
bilateral maxillary sinusitis., no evidence of acute intracranial

Impression of acute bilateral sinusitis and therefore concern

regarding infection of the left orbital floor prosthesis has been

raised. Close observation and optimisation of his sinus has been
suggested with saline douching and short course of decongestant

as there is a sign of polyps in the left maxillary sinus and thickening
of the mucosa.

One month later reviewed in ophthalmology department,

normal examination, no proptosis or enophthalmos.
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CT orbits with dynamic nose blowing sequence: Air-orbit on

CT with deliberate nose blowing prior. The possibility of some
extrusion of the orbital implant at the junction of the floor medial
wall has been raised. There are no clinical or radiological signs that

the plate is infected and there is some bony healing around the
plate.

No previous bibliography to support a plate is a source of

Two weeks post operatively

13

A satisfactory reconstruction was achieved, and splints were

removed. The patient has avoided blowing during the healing
phase. No adverse sequelae from the operation. Ophthalmology

examination unremarkable. Advised to contact the department as
the need arises.

meningitis. With regard to the air in the orbits, the type of plate

that is used is a fenestrated plate and there is possibly a gap either
in the floor of the orbit or in the ethmoid area.

Removing the plate would be complex associated with a high

risk of diplopia, injury to muscle, globe, sinus; although endoscopic
evaluation and possible trimming of the medial aspect of the plate

could be undertaken to try and correct the episodes of air within
the orbit and the experiences of nose blowing.

Surgery under endoscopic exploration: Incidental finding

Figure 3
Bone flakes have been used to cover the plate.

a large maxillary antral cyst (Figure 1), which was removed

allowing inspection of the roof of the maxillary antrum and floor
of orbit which appeared intact and unremarkable otherwise. The

protruding titanium/Medpor prominence (Figure 2) was identified
and has been bended medially to achieve a curvature in line with

the medial orbital contour and removing its projection into the
ethmoid cavity. This was then overtain with a middle turbinate flap

having preserved the superomedial aspect of the middle turbinate
and having fixed this to the septum with a transseptal suture to
maintain ventilation of the frontal sinus.

Figure 4
CT orbits: Left orbit plate, herniation of orbital fat, thin linear

layer of gas lays superior to the plate. Communication between
orbit and ethmoidal cells.

Conclusion

In the patient described here in, bacterial meningitis and

pneumo-orbit has been developed, on a background of previous
orbital fracture repair with titanium plate. Clinical symptoms

necessitated endoscopic evaluation and possible trimming of the
medial aspect of the plate to try and correct the episodes of air
Figure 1: Large maxillary antral cyst.

within the orbit and the experiences of nose blowing. Although it

is possible that the plate alone contributed to the pneumo-orbit
phenomenon, it is unlikely that the meningitis episode was indeed
related to the defect in the medial wall of his orbit.

Allografts implants are reasonable choices for orbital fracture

repair [10-13]. Despite proper materials selection and placement,
postoperative complications still occur. Episodes such as pneumoFigure 2: Protruding titanium/Medpor plate prominence.

orbit, meningitis and proptosis, in general, require extensive

investigation and evaluation, especially on a background of
previous orbital fracture surgery [5-9].
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